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2005-01-01-rv7Being New Years day and the day started out in the 30's we decided to go climb Mt.
Cardigan.
It was blowing the usual gail force winds on the summit.
With the
wind chill you could feel the core heat being sucked out of you. It was definitely
a day to crank the section to the summit above tree line, reset gear in the lee
side of the fire tower then beat feet out of there back to treeline.
On the RV-7
front, I am rechecking measurements and doing some more planning before machining
roll bar parts. Hopefully tomorrow I can drill the splice plates for the roll bar
and get the main pieces trimmed to size.
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2005-01-02-rv7Some folks have gone on to unfortunately find out the roll bar on an RV works!....
Decided to avoid the wrestling match of trying to hold various pieces in alignment
by hand and built a fitting and drilling jig. Got a little nc work done in the
form of drilling the splice plates. I had to run a heater in there for a while to
get the temp up to about 55 from 30. I still have to finish all the strip drilling
to mate the front and back halves and mill a 1.5 inch dia hole on the two ends of
the rear section of the roll bar for fastener access later on assembly. Enjoyed
making the jig. The idea came to me in my sleep, A bad old problem solving from
when I developed software...usually got a stiff neck from debugging in my sleep@!
:)
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2005-01-03-rv7Was just a tad icy today. Even the black lab puppy was slippin and
sliddin. Note the fashionable NH footwear Cathy has on...crampons.
Drilling the roll bar assembly. I made a jig to hold the parts in
alignment while drilling that seems to be working out pretty good.
We'll see when the rest of the holes are all drilled.
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2005-01-04-rv7The plans call for the width of the roll bar to be 1.5 inches. I used
wooden spacers between the sections and c-clamps to clamp everything
into position and get the width right as the parts want to wander all
over the place.
Now that the drilling is down I'll have to clean the
disaster area in the dining room.
The wooden jig table worked out very
well. Next I'll be working on the various attachment brackets, some of
which look pretty tricky to fabricate.
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2005-01-05-rv7Now that I have the basic roll bar assembly drilled it's time to work on
the drilling, milling. and bending details. The milling of the 1.5 inch
hole was pretty
straight forward (as long as you fabricate the wooden block to support
the work in the vise).
The one bracket requires bending a section of
1" x 1" by 1/8 channel to 101 degrees which takes a loot "oomph"
courtesy of the mill vise on the Bridgeport milling machine.
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2005-01-06-rv7The brackets for the roll bar have lots of angles specified in the
plans. It was a nice diversion to do a little "shop math" to figure out
where the hole
coordinates are so I could write the NC programs, check the fit up on
the fusalage and then back out to the shop to drill the holes and start
milling all
those odd angles. Didn't quite get all the brackets done but I took my
time, I'd rather not machine the bracket blanks twice!
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2005-01-07-rv7Got my brackets done, and the roll bar looks like it will fit nicely in
the space alloted in the fusalage. Now its the debure, dimple, prime,
rivet work on the roll bar assembly so I can do the final fit up of the
brackets.
I have a large inventory of parts that are waiting for
deburing and priming from the front of the the fusalage. Since we're
supposed to have a heat wave for a bit next week I'll be concentrating
on deburing dimpling various parts for a bank parts for a priming
session in the garage....assuming I can get things warm enough for the
primer.
Anna the cat is back this winter as the shop superintendant!
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2005-01-09-rv7-

Sunday started with some deburring of the small mound of parts
queue'd up for priming. I finished the deburing this morning and
noticed I had to do the detail milling of two slots in the sheet that
covers the front of the fusalage for the tip up canopy and do one
more dimpling session. Work space is getting a tad cramped sometimes
in the house so the dimpling I just set the press on the floor in a
storage room and used my boot to support the sheet.
Now if we get
some warmer weather I'll stoke up the garage and prime some parts.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, we the order in for the finishing kit.
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2005-01-10-rv7-
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2005-01-11-rv7Boy could I kick myself....I got a visit from Tom Williamson our EAA
Chapter's past president and Dino Vlahakas one of our tech
counselors...they took MY picture with the fusalage but like a dodo I
forget to get the camera out and get THEIR picture for the log!@%$$....
Oh well, back to work, I did a fast heating of the garage shot some
primer on most of my backlog basket of sheetmetal. After the parts tack
up (and the garage temp starts to go south again) I generally "hange
the laundry" to cure in the workroom. Come to think of it, I may be
able to do some riveting now on the roll bar tomorrow when the primer
finishes curring.
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2005-01-12-rv7During the course of the day I managed to rivet on the roll bar using
(a) back riveting...didn't like the results but got me started...(b)
squezing rivets manually
with the avery rivet squeezer..(c) did the ol rivet gun/bucking bar on a
few...and my favorite when I can get the tooling to work out...(c) use
the pneumatic alligator squeezer.
The pneumatic squeezers, alligator,
or conventional type sure look like a luxury item in the beginning (and
to spouses) but boy once you get used to using one they sure start to
look more and more like a necessity.
They not only are easier on your
hands, thumb, etc. but they are more consistent than you can ever
be...with the possible exception of my trick of using my body weight to
press a manual squeezer with the squeezer mounted in a mill vise!.
The first photo is courtesy of Dino Vlahakis from his and Tom's visiit
from yesterday...they actually caught me smiling...good work...I'm
actually more light natured than I appear but photo's don't catch the
class clown side to often.
Anyhow, I finally got to tackle the tougher riveting on the roll bar
and found I could really tighten the joints up between the parts by
using a pair of welding type vise grip clamps to straddle the rivet
being squezzed to make sure the spring back between the parts was closed
shut. There is only so much a rivet squeezer of a gun and bucking bar
can do if the part alignment is a problem when you pull the trigger.
I have the right (port) side mount drilled on the fusalage and the left
(starboard) is clamped when I shut down tonight. I'll do some drilling
hopefully tomorrow on the left mount and then work out the bracket
drilling details between the roll bar and the bulkhead tomorrow. Then I
can rivet the brackets to the aft side of the roll bar with solid rivets
as opposed to the alternative pop rivets Van's specifies....(i.e. if you
do an oops and trap yourself).
Whenever possible, I've opted for the
solid rivet specs over the pop rivets, it's sort of a let's see if we
can solve this puzzle.
Building an airplane...what a hoot!...
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2005-01-13-rv7The moose mascot has moved now from the wing load carrying bulkhead to
the top of the roll bar.
Drilling the roll bar assembly is pretty much straight forward ....after
you fit the mounting brackets which I did by flycutting them to match
the outside contour of the fusalage. The flycutting operation worked
great as evidenced by the detail photo of the final fit.
My niece has been keeping the weblog up to date for me at
http://www.unclephil@blogspot.com......it turns out a co-worker of her
husband is an RV-6 builder, EAA tech Councilor and DAR in southern
California. The RV-6 photo is of Gary Sobek's beutiful RV-6 taken on a
trip to the Bahama's.
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2005-01-14-rv7Finished all the detail drilling on the roll bar today. I have to
primer a few parts yet before I can do the final pop riveting of the
back row of rivets.
Once the roll bar was pretty much done it was time
to go back and start cleaning up my endless punch list of misc. items
that need to be done like countersinking some forward fusalage areas and
assembly the various platenuts to hold the sheet metal on in the
cockpit. Besides doing the traditional RV sit in it and make airplane
noises once in a while I thought I'd do some goofing off pasting
together some panel ideas for starters....
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2005-01-21-rv7Just a quick note to let everyboy know I haven't fallen off the fusalage on working
on the plane but have been doin a little "snooping". The attached jpeg is a screen
shot of linux based application from germany called kflog used by glider pilots.
I've done a little quick hack to it to force the mapping to put everything 500
meters and above in red...hint...i.e. terrain avoidance. The jpeg is centered over
the general vicinity of Lebanon Airport, (KLEB). I think I can hack the software
so with a laptop and a gps plugged in you can get the poor man's version of terrain
warning.
I'm also working on a little technical investigation to see about using
the open source'd flightgear software for a HDD (head down display vs HUD) complete
with with the artificial horizon indicators. I've already found an airline grade
sensor package which I've previously looked at at OSHKOSH but at $7500 (down from
$10k this summer) it's still too expensive. Anybody got a price on the DYNON
sensor?

Been a little slow on getting update photos out on the plane, in part
because I've been in a black hole called "computer software"
evaluating the feasabilty of building a linux based glass
panel...Back in January on or about the 21st we started with
experimenting with the german based Kflog.org project which does a
very nice job of generation of terrain mapping. With a little
tweaking were we able to generate the red=dead ...at your altitude
terrain avoidance maps. An offshoot of kflog is cumulus at
cumulus.kflog.org which is a pda version of kflog which implements
moving maps. The kflog materials were generated by and for glider
pilots. One of the nice solutions cumulus provides on it's mapping
is to estimate which airports are in gliding range..
Armed with a laptop, one of those $100 or so gps's you can get at
best buy...today ...and tweaked cumulus software for terrain
avoidance and there would be no reason those two fellows should have
bought the farm a few years back in the lear jet that made a fatal
navigational error(s) on ILS approach to Lebanon....
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2005-01-23-rv7Not the best screen shot, but if you squint...or plug in the url
yourself you can see what the cumulus folks are up to. They and lots of
other folks are having a cow about the federaly's trying to pull their
(our) databases back. After some snooping it looks like the feds are
stupid enough to think they can retract information of federal airway
locations et al...well duh...how you going to navigate?.... be
interesting to see what the bureacrats screw up. Meanwhile, back at the
ranch we've been busy soaking up every terrrain database we can ger our
hands...er disk drive on...
The recent AOPA magazine had a nice article on glass panel technology
including noting that Chelton uses the crossbow sensor for it's solid
state gyros. Crossbow had a booth last summer at Oshkosh and I expect
them to be there again this year. Last summer the sensor was $10k and
it's now $7.5k...we'll see where they go with the price.
At this point
it definitely looks like the glass panel stuff is an integration of
sensors and software and ...more on the software shortly....
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2005-01-30-rv7Brian Mayette is moving along on getting his rv-7a done for Oshkosh this
summer.
He called and asked for some help on riveting some pesky rivet
locations for the canopy. It turned out to be an opportunity to scope
out the details on the canopy and to mill one of my bucking bars to do
the job....which will be coming up on ours as our finishing kit is
scheduled for shipment in late March.
Brian's building a IFR panel
and has lots of the mega bucks hardware required including a blue
mountain EFIS with a 10 inch display.....so...took the opportunity to
get an intel photo of it and look at the part markings....looks to be a
industrial grade display...may also be a of Rockwell manufacture but I
don't think so....meanwhile in my vacuum cleaning of information sources
I have found a chinese 10" tft display for automotive applications. If
you search the net for automotive vga displays et al you'll find there
is a growing source of components including small form factor 1.1 ghz
cpu's that are linux friendly....
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2005-02-08-rv7When I last primed a slew of parts for the roll bar my paint gun
plugged...so it's been a while til I got around to priming the last of
the small parts so I can finish the roll bar assembly...or so I though.
A few days after finishing drilling and fitting the roll bar Van's
issued an mod to the aircraft in response to someone folding a nose gear
and doing the nose over end routine which evidenced a weakness in the
roll bar design. I've emailed vans for the new parts to make the mods.
The tie in of the top stiffener from the roll bar to the bulkhead looks
to have been a weak spot on load transmission of the stiffener to the
fusalage structure. It's been a bit warmer (for a bit) here so I
thought I'd burn some wood in the garage to heat the place so I could
finish priming parts before the monthly eaa chapter meeting.
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2005-02-09-rv7This is a screen shot of the open sourced flightgear running on a 1.1
ghz linux box. I hacked and chopped the xml setup files for flight
gears A4 aircraft to see what one could put together for a synthetic
vision head down display...i.e. HUD minus the projector...The simulation
is running over 10 frames a second on the display generation...so....the
theory is...is you strip out the simulation executive and drive the
model with data input from a flight computer (running real time linux)
which samples the sensors you may be able to generate the display for
the cockpit using the growing list of vehicle survivable tft/lcd display
screens in the 6 inch to 10 inch variety.
Flightgear's terrain
database is built from government published digital terrain data....
hint....I've order the DVDs for the world which chew up about 12
gigabite but what the heck...disk drives are cheap....We'll see how the
terrain looks around lebanon and compare that to the kflog maps...and
over course the sectionals.......
At this juncture I would guess that two small form factor linux single
board computers would do the trick for data collection (2x redundancy)
and two more to drive two 6, 8, or 10 inch displays with each display
computer/display being able to display the synthetic vision panel as
well as an engine status panel...
Next step I have to get the 0.98 source of flight gear to compile and
run on my Linux box (over the binary 0.96 I'm now running)....then it's
the black hole on time: burrowing into the source codes.
A funny story: The guy that is the guru for flight gear is out of the
University of Minnesota: They had a project where they did detailed
digital maps of Brainard Interational Speedway and as part of a safe
plowing concept study for plowing in a whiteout outfitted a state
police cruiser with a gps and a hord or sensors to drive a synthetic
vision display...then let real state police run the race course with
only the monitor for the primary display of what's out front.....the
author said, knowing the limitation of the system he drove the car at
35....the state cops...having infinite faith in technology literally put
the pedal to the metal....and cranked along at 90 with only the monitor
running flight gear's synthetic vision for an indication of what's
really going on out front.....
....wonder what you can do if you only put it together for vfr reference
and flight planning...hmm...
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2005-02-18-rv7The revised parts for the roll bar came yesterday from Van's. I had
hoped the new hole layout on the flanges of the roll bar stiffener would
line up with the old holes I had taken care to NC drill to get
everything in the right place. No such luck as the jpeg shows there is
a 1/8" difference in hole locations between the designs.
I considered
chopping off the flange ears and using my original brackets and emailed
Van's customer service on the matter.
Gus Funnell at Van's got back
to my right away and suggested considering an easier route to fix the
hole alignment issues: Just install a doubler plate. That's probably
what I'll wind of up doing.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch we've been a
bit under the weather with a nasty respitory bug/flu that clipped Cathy
starting last week so now it's my turn. Coughing so hard a few minutes
ago I thought I was going to crack a rib.
On the software hardware fronts I have a sample of a 300 degree per
second rated MEMS gyro from analog devices to play around with mainly to
try to understand the technology. I suspect by this next Oshkosh we
will see more vendors providing a wide range of solid state gyro
options. I'm still looking at this as a VFR exercise to see what kind
of terrain avoidance and synthetic vision options can be built using off
the shelf components. You have to tip your hat the sophistication and
capabilities of much of the open source software that is available to
work with.
I am currently burrowing into the databases and software
required for scene generation in synthetic vision....kind of like
wandering sometimes through the bowels of an aircraft carrier with only
a penlight.....
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2005-02-20-rv7-

Now that we've had time to figure out how to install the new design
for the roll bar stiffener we were finally able to get the last
riveting done on the roll bar itself. We were also able to get the
bulk of the drilling and fitting of the new stiffener with our high
point awaiting fabrication of two doubler plates to drill the last
two pairs of stiffener attachment holes. The doublers were suggested
by Van's tech support to get around a mis-alignment with the holes
already drilled in the bulkhead for the older and now obsolete
stiffener design.
After hear lots of horror stories of how hard it
is to rivet the roll bar propert together, ours came out pretty good
I thought with all the joints being tight. I think the jig work and
fiddling we did up front to fit the parts together paid off,
particularly the extensive use of welding clamps in the drilling
process.
Hopefully in about a month or so the finish kit will be arriving.
Meanwhile I have quite a punchlist of details all over the airframe
to go back and finish.
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2005-02-21-rv7Came up with a simple doubler plate for the bulkhead to facilitate
drilling the final holes for rivets to to tie the stiffener to the
bulkhead. The original drillings were were now in the wrong place.
These two plates minimized the number of new holes by using one of the
holes for the earlier design on the left plate and two on the right.
When you consider how little shear load those side flanges are likely to
contribute in a load to failure scenario the bulkhead connection is now
in the brick outhouse category for over engineering....hopefully....
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2005-02-22-rv7Back in the fall we did the initial drilling on the vertical stabilizer
attachment plate. I can't believe it's taken me this long to get around
to finish drilling the rest of the holes (plus a few odd hard to get at
rivets near the hinge brackets that awaited a new yoke from Oshkosh for
the squeezer (back in August))...slow but sure....I thought fabricating
and fitting the petot tube lines in the left wing would be a bear but
after doing the fual vent lines in the fusalage it was a piece of cake
(do the 90 degree bend and fitting first then fish the tube through the
ribs...). I figured while I was at it I should do some platenut
riveting (access plates) and platenut drill details that are left over
from the fall on the wings. I have a few more punch list items to
attend to now that I took the horizontal and vertical stabilizer out of
storage and clecoed them to the fusalage.
At this point there isn't
to much left to primer and debur until the finish kit arrives. Famous
last words.... With the tail feathers back on the fusalage I figured
I'd move the moose to the tail. ...meanwhile back at the ranch...the
top of chimney plugged with creosote causing some interesting stove
venting...not...so I had to do a little impromptu ice climbing on the
roof and get out a pair of crampons...there's going to be a payback for
front pointing up to the crown of the roof. The hat vent was so plugged
I had to use the pick on old walking ice axe to chop the crud out....
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2005-03-02-rv7Having some fun figuring out how digital image files are put together at
the nuts and bolts level. This shot shows Lebanon airport form the
North with exaggerated tiling of the scenery. The town of Enfield and
Hanover are the browned dotted surfaces, (Enfield on the left and
Hanover on the right). The Connecticut river is shown in red...lest you
mistake it for road at night... These changed to the view are simply
generated by modifying the texture files used by flightgear.
The intereresting addition to this display is the Magenta block up in
the airspace representing Lebanon's Class D airspace...kind of sort of I
just hacked a couple hundred meter diameter cylinder a to a height of
1000 meters.
Kflog accurately shows airspace limits on it's topo
maps...so I'm going to take a look at their binary formats to see if I
can use them generate the actual airspace limits. This jpeg was put
together after I finally figured out how to do a simple cylinder up into
the airspace colored (in magenta here) and yet be transparent in the
view.
This way when your flying cross county the myriad of airspace
limits you have to deal with will be visually queued on the synthetic
vision display. The idea being to load the synthetic vision view with
useful information, not just a life like rendering of the
scene....course we know we can do that now....
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2005-03-15-rv7These three jpegs illustrate a translucent ramp off the end of runway 25
at KLEB representing a three degree glide slope. The translucent red
causes the software to alternate the AGL tape between the indicated
height above the ramp and the indicated height above the terrain. This
odd quirk makes it possible to skim along down the glide slope and
pretty much keep it nailed. If you go below the slope the translucent
red ramp dis-appears... sort of an odd twist.
The idea being that
since you do not have a real HUD to work with, you can display with
synthetic vision something that would be very hard to due with a HUD,
namely detailed positional queues for the glide slope.
In theory one
could work the performance numbers for an AC backwards to develop
pattarn and glide slope translucent roadmap for the pattern.
Also fixed a few gremlins I found in the way flightgear handles
waypoints.
Would like to build in a visual model for a flight plan.
We'll see. Meanwhile, back at the ranch we sent the rest of the amount
due to Van's for the finishing kit.
After we get the finishing kit we're looking at probably getting one of
the cheaper UAV grade AHRS to do some testing with a lap top. I'm
somewhat inclined to wait on the hardware testing until Oshkosh this
summer as I expect there will be some vendor surprises. The digital age
for avionics may be entering a "golden age" of development.
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2005-03-28-rv7Received notice in the mail today from Vans that they shipped the
finishing kit on the 23rd....right on schedule. Now all we have to do
is wait a couple weeks for Roadway to haul it from Oregon to NH...that
and a little cooperation from spring now that mud season is in full
swing.
Nice flood in the driveway today.
Got a little riveting done
on some of the various details that need to be caught up on. With the
platenuts installed on the inboard main ribs I think the wings are
practically finished except for attachment of the wing tips, wiring of
lights, and....the future fun of taking the tanks back off to seal up
the sending units etc. and then leak test the tanks....the ultimate
moment of truth on my efforts last year working with the tank sealer goop.
Am still trying to decide wether to get an experimental open sourced 3
axis attitude indicator or pay a couple hundred bucks more and get a
Honneywell unit. It either a unit from rotomotion
(http://www.rotomotion.com) developed for pilotless helicopters or the
HMR2300r Three-Axis Strapdown Magnetometer from Honeywell:
http://www.magneticsensors.com/prod_syst.html
We'll see.
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2005-03-31-rv7Got a call late yesterday afternoon from Roadway wanting to deliver the
the crate from Van's on thursday. With the road posted for six tons
during mud season and the driveway a tad gooey in spots...and not quite
having turn around space for a tractor trailer it was time to quickly
put together plan B.
I arranged for the truck to deliver the finishing
kit to a business in the center of Canaan.
John Babiarz brought his
dump truck over and we sat on the park bench in the center of town and
yak'd til the orange truck came rumbling through town. When he parked
accross the street from the Post Office we figured it was just as easy
to back the dump truck up to the trailer and offload the crate.
Worked
slick. Slicker yet was John's idea for a simple ramp off the tailgate
of the dump truck to slide the crate down onto the garage floor. Van's
did there usual excellent job of packing everything safely into the
crate and we finished inventorying the parts this evening.
Sure looks
like a lot of fine detail work to fit that Canopy!....Pretty quick turn
around that shipping. Van's shipped it on the 23'rd and we received it
on the 31'st.
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